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Using a straightforward Newton’s method argument, convergence properties of 
projection methods for the computation of bifurcation branches off simple eigen- 
values for general operator equations and for the computation of Hopf bifurcation 
branches for ordinary differential equations are established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have recently studied computation of solution branches 
bifurcating from simple eigenvalues for operator equations, Included here are 
Keller [S], Atkinson [I], Weiss [ll], Rheinboldt [9], and Westreich and 
Varol [12]. These papers consider problems in which one of the key 
assumptions in the analysis of numerical methods is not satisfied, namely, 
that the desired solution be isolated. This assumption is fundamental to the 
analysis of projection methods for boundary value problems. We will extend 
the known results on approximating bifurcation solutions in several ways 
here. First, we will explicitly consider the use of projection methods. Weiss 
[ 111 looks at difference methods for boundary value problems, and Atkinson 
[ 1 ] treats a general class of operator equations using collectively compact 
operator approximations. Although projection methods can be treated by the 
latter approach, it is inconvenient, particularly so in view of the special 
results available for projection methods contained in a rather extensive 
literature (81. Keller [5] does not consider the influence of discretization 
errors on his methods, and Rheinboldt [9] discusses only the R" case. 
Westreich and Varol [ 121 are concerned with alternative implementations of 
the basic determining equations for a bifurcation problem. 
The problems we study in Section 3 are more general than those of Weiss 
and Atkinson. They treat only the case in which the parameter appears 
linearly. Our results will treat problems with parameter behavior as general 
as that given by Crandall and Rabinowitz [2] and Keller [S]. Weiss does 
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indicate possible extensions, but not to problems as general as the ones given 
here. Our proofs are different from, and more elementary than, those of both 
Atkinson and Weiss. We make no use of the operator calculus, but rather 
rely on the implicit function theorem and results for Newton’s method. 
Finally, in Section 4, we give extensions of the results of Section 3 to the 
case of Hopf bifurcation. The results for finite differences and collectively 
compact operator approximations have apparently not been extended to this 
case yet. Following the lines of the arguments given here, it is possible to do 
so. These results will appear elsewhere. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let T(,u, w) be a nonlinear mapping from R x X-+ X, where X is a Banach 
space. Let {P,} be a sequence of finite rank and continuous projections on X 
with Range(P,) = X,, c X and with P, + I on X. Let (u*, w*) be a bifur- 
cation point for the equation 
w+ Ttjf,w)=O. 12.1) 
We will consider approximations to the solutions of (2.1) in a neighborhood 
of (D*, w*) by solving the equation 
w, + P, To1, w,) = 0, w, in X,. WI 
The operator I + T&u*, w*) will be singular. This format will enable us to 
treat, for example, two-point boundary value problems and integral equations 
such as Nekrasov’s equation [ 1). We can consider problems of the form 
5 Uj(X) djy/dx’ = j-(/f, y), ogx< 1, (2.3a) 
j=O 
L?y=o, (2.3b) 
where Y(X), a,(x) and fo1, Y) are real-valued scalar functions, ~1 is a real 
parameter and (2.3b) are m real, linear, homogeneous boundary conditions 
which contain derivatives of y up to order m - 1 at x = 0 and x = 1. 
Assuming a,(x) = 1 and that the problem d”y/dx” = 0 subject to (2.3b) 
admits only the trivial solution, then there is a Green’s function G(x, s) so 
that with v = dmy/dxm, (2.3) is equivalent to the equation 
m-l 
u + C Uj(X) j1 Gj(x, S> U(S) ds = fcU, GUI 
j=O 0 
(2.4) 
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where 
djG(x, s) 
G,(x, s>= dx, . 
Defining 
m-l 
WV> = c 
j=O 
Q,(X) j1 G,tx, s> $3) ds -f 0, Gv), 
0 
(2.3) can thus can be put in the form (2.1). 
As an example of a projection method for the approximate solution of 
(2.3), define d,: 0 =x0 < x1 GI .a. < x, = 1 to be a partition of [0, 1] and let 
Y, be the Cm polynomial splines of degree m + k over d,. Let p,, be those 
elements of Y, satisfying (2.3b). Let &, satisfy x,-r = I&, < TiI < .s. < rik = xi 
and & - I&- 1 = (xi - xi- ,)/(k t 1), and let P, be the piecewise interpolating 
projection at the points cl,. We will approximate the solutions to (2.3) by 
solving 
Defining w, = dmy,/dxm, (2.5) may be written 
w, + P, TCU, w,) = 0, (2.6) 
where w, is in D”‘p”. Both w  and w, can be considered as elements of the 
Banach space C[O, 11. The method give in (2.5) is called collocation using 
Lagrange interpolation and has been thoroughly analyzed [lo]. References 
to oher possible methods are contained in [8]. 
We next present the basic assumptions that we need regarding (2.1). For 
simplicity, the known solution branch will be taken to be the zero branch so 
that w* = 0. Let F@, w) be a C* map from R x X+X, where X is a Banach 
space. We later will define F using I + T. We assume (Hl) F(LI, 0) = 0 for 
k;e;--/o;a:9 (“,“,i N~W&b*, 0)) and WRwW’x@*9 0)) are one- 
Null(F,(~*, b)) = span{tio}. 
F&*, O)$, & Range(l;,Ol*, O)), where 
Th e subscript x denotes differentiation with 
respect to the second position in F. Although we need more assumptions to 
give our approximation result, these conditions are sufficient to give a basic 
bifurcation theorem. Let Z be any complement of Null(F&*, 0)) in X. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Crandall and Rabinowitz). Let (Hl)-(H3) hold. Then 
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there is a neighborhood U of (u*, 0) in R x X, an interval I = (-a, a) and 
continuous functions 4: I + R and w: I+ Z so that Q(0) = ,u*, ~(0) = 0 and 
Moreover, f and w are C2 mappings. 
We remark here that this important theorem was proved using only an 
elegant application of the implicit function theorem. Similar results are 
derivable using perturbation expansions [ 61. 
Our convergence results will require assumptions on T. We define 
F(u, w) = w  + T(,u, w) and assume T is such that F satisfies (Hl), (H2) and 
(H3). We assume in addition that (H4) there exists a neighborhood Ii of 
(LL*, 0) in R x X so that P, T&t, w) --t T&t, w) and P, TJ,u, w) -+ T&u, w) 
uniformly for 01, w) in U as n --t co. For an operator T defined as in (2.4), 
hypothesis (H4) follows directly from the assumed properties for P,. 
3. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
Our convergence proof will be an application of the Kantorovich theorem 
on the convergence of Newton’s method. We will apply the following version 
171. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a mapping defined on a Banach space X, into a 
Banach space X2 and let B(x,, p) denote the open ball of radius p about x0. 
Let P be in C2 and let: 
(1) IIP”(x)ll <k cm B(xo, P), 
(2) P/(x,,) be onto with I( P’(x,)- * 11 Q b, 
(3) IlJYx,)-’ pcbIl~ 5% 
1-di-xz 
(4) PO’ h n with h = l?qk satisfy p. < p and h < f. 
Then P(x) = 0 has a solution x* in @x0, p) which is computable by Newton’s 
method starting from x0. Define u = (1 + dm) n/h. If u < p, then x* is 
the unique solution to P(x) = 0 in g(x,, po). 
Rewrite the problem F;cU, w) = 0 in the form F(‘p, a#, + aZ), z E Z, where 
do and z are defined in Theorem 2.7. Define 
flu, P, z) = a- ‘F@, a$, + az), a # 0, 
= I;,duv wo + z>, a = 0. 
(3.2) 
409!81 I 14 
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We write (2.1) in the equivalent form 
f@, Y, z) = 0, (3.3) 
which is to be solved with a fixed (and small) for ,c and z. The parameter a 
and the function f have been introduced to facilitate the proofs to follow. 
Computationally, a, $,, and z do not have to be explicitly identified, although 
to do so may be useful in some cases [12]. We further define 
F,,@, a&, + az) = aP, (6, + az + P, T(u, aP, q& + az) and define fn(a, ,u, z) as 
in (3.2). Then (2.2) can be written in the form 
.Ua, ~1, z> = 0, (3.4) 
where a is fixed and (3.4) is to be solved for p,, in R and z, in 2. Note that if 
(3.4) is solvable, then z, will automatically be in X,. Also note that for n 
sufficiently large, span { P, $!, , 2) = X. 
We next establish a sequence of lemmas that will enable us to apply 
Theorem 3.1 to f,. We will take P: R x 2 --f X to be defined by P(u, z) = 
f,(a, ~1, z). In order to apply Theorem 3.1, X, = R X 2 and X, = X. The first 
lemma is an easy computation, some details of which are given in the proof 
of Lemma 3.7. 
LEMMA 3.5. There exist numbers a,, > 0 and S > 0 so that for 
O<a<a,, IP - 4Wl < a0 and [Iz - z(a)11 ,< 6, f, has two continuous 
derivatives and 11$;11 ( k. 
Lemma 3.5 requires computing the derivative off, with respect to the 
variables iu and z, i.e., the derivatives of the map@, z) 3 f,(a,p, z). For 
a # 0, this will be the linear map A,(a) from R x Z-+X defined by 
A,(a)C,u, z) = a-‘P, TWoi, aP,)o + ai)& + (Z + P, TX@, aP,9, + ai)z, (3.6) 
where ,$ = #(a) and i = w(a). 
In order to obtain a result on the existence of A,(a)-‘, we first establish 
the existence of A(a)-’ and then do a comparison. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A(a) denote the Frichet derivative of the map (u, z) 4 
f (a, ,u, z) for fuced a at the point ?= ((a) and f = y(a). Then there exists a 
constant k > 0 so that 
IMa>-‘II <k-l (3.8) 
holds on [0, a,]. 
ProoJ A(0) can be computed to be the mapping 01, z) -+,aTN&*, O)#, + 
(I + T&, 0))~. It is a consequence of Theorem 1.7 of [2] that (3.8) holds for 
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a = 0. We next show the map a -P A(a) is continuous in the operator norm. 
We first compute 
A(a)@, z) = a-‘T,@, a&, + az^)p + (I + T,C;, aq& + ai)z. 
Since 
Tp@ ah + a?> = T,@ 0) + T,,@ O)(aOo + a?) + o(a*), 
it follows that 
a-‘T,@, ah + ai) --$ T&F, O)gi,, 
as a-t 0 (recall that T,,(u, 0) = 0 for JJ near P*). Now writing A(a)@, z) = 
A(O)ti, z> + (A(a) -A(O))@, z), it follows that llA(a&, z)ll >, k 1101, z)ll - 
[IA(a) - A(O)(( . \I($, z)l\, giving the result. 
LEMMA 3.9. There exists a constant c > 0 so that 
II4W’lI G c 
for a E [0, a,,] and all n su.@ciently large. 
ProoJ We will show that A,(a) converges uniformly to A(a) as n + co, 
uniformly in a over [0, a,], and then the result will follow from Lemma 3.7 
and the Banach lemma. A computation gives 
(An(a) - A(a))Cu, z> = a-‘p{P, T,@, aP,#o + ai) - T,@, aq& + ai)} 
+ V’, TJ& aP,#, + ai) - TX@ a#,, + a.f))z, (3.10) 
where @ = #(a) and i = w(a). U sing Taylor’s theorem, the first difference on 
the right side becomes 
a-‘p{P,T,@, aP,$, + ai) - T,@, a#,, + a.?)\ 
= P if’,, T,& ON’,, $0 + f> - T,,,@, O)(#Q + f)) + @(a’). (3.1 la) 
It follows from (H4) that the left-hand side of (3.1 la) can be ma& 
uniformly small by suitably choosing n and a. The second term on the right 
in (3.10) can be written as 
P, TX@, aP,#,, + af) - T&.7, a&, + az”) 
= P, TX@, a#,, + ai) - TX@, a$,, + a?) 
+ f’,(T,,cu^, ah + 4 a(P,h - do)) + O(a’>. (3.1 lb) 
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By (H4), the left-hand side of (3.1 lb) can be made uniformly small by 
suitably choosing n and a. The lemma now follows from (3.10) and (3.11) as 
indicated. 
We next give a lemma that will enable us to estimate v in condition (3) of 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.12. Define P@, z) = fn(a, p, z) and let ,uo = #a) and z. = y(a). 
Then there exists a constant c independent of a so that 
IIWo9 zo)ll < mdo - 4011 + IlPnzo - 4). (3.13) 
ProoJ Write 
Polo, zo> = a-‘(aP,(, + az, + PnT(uo, aP,#, t az,)) 
= O’n40 - do) + a-‘(P, Wo, aP,do + azo) - T@, a#o + azo>) 
= (Pntio -#o) + a-‘(P, TcUo, a(o + azo> - TCU,, a90 t azo)) 
+ a-‘(P, Tolo, aP,,#, + azO) - TGo, a#0 t azo)). (3.14) 
The second term on the right-hand side in (3.14) can be written as 
a-‘@‘, Tolo, a9o +azo> - Tolo, abo + azo)) 
= a-‘(a#o t azo - a(P,#, t P,zo)) 
= ($0 - P”#O> + (zo - Pnzo). 
(3.15) 
The third term can be written as 
a-‘P, Tolo ap,ti, + azo) - Tolo, ho t azo>> 
= a-‘& Txolo7 adO + azo> 4P,#o -#o) + Oh2 llP,~o - ~o112)~ (3.16) 
and so 
lla-‘(PnT0109 aWo + azo) - Tbo9 a#o + azo)>ll 
G Cl lIPdo - 4oll + C2aZ IIp,40 - ~ol12. (3.17) 
Substituting (3.15) and (3.17) into (3.14) gives inequality (3.13), completing 
the proof. 
We next give the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.18. Let conditions (Hl)-(H4) be satisfied. Then there exists 
an integer N a real number a0 > 0 so that for all n > N and 0 < a < ao, 
there is a unique solution to the equation w, + P, T(u,, w,) = 0, where w, = 
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aP,#, + az,, z, E Z. Moreover, z, E X, and the following error estimate 
holds: 
IIOh~ w,> - (4(a), 4o + w(a))ll = O(l190 + 644 -PnGo + wW)ll). (3.19) 
Proof. The proof will be an application of Theorem 3.1 as indicated 
earlier. Detine X, = R X Z and X, = X. Define P(x) = f.(a, ,u, z) for fixed a, 
where x = (,u, z). Let x,, = &, z,,) = ($(a), w(a)). Then, by Lemma 3.5, 
condition (1) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. By Lemma 3.9, condition (2) is 
satisfied and we designate the given constant in Lemma 3.9 as /I. Combining 
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.12, we have 
IIp’(x0>-’ %J>ll G cP(llpndo -doll + IIpnzo - zoll>. 
Thus rl = Nllpn9il- hll+ IIPn 0 z - zoII) and so condition (4) is satisfied by 
taking 12 sufficiently large. Increasing p if necessary and also increasing n, we 
obtain the existence and uniqueness parts of the theorem. For p. = 
(1 --df?%/h)v = q + O(hq) = q + O(j%$), we have that the solution 
x* = @,, z,,) to P(x*) = 0 lies in the ball of radius p. about x0. But this 
gives the error estimate of the theorem. 
We now need to show uniqueness is independent of the choice of the 
scaling on Q. and the choice of Z, i.e., that w, itself is unique. The 
uniqueness assertion of Theorem 3.18 was with respect to the representation 
formula w, = a@ + z), z E Z. We note form Theorem 3.18 that since 
w, + P, T@, , w,) = aP,#, + az, t P, T(u,, aP,do + az,) = 0 is solvable for 
,u~ E R and z, E Z, that automatically z, E X,,. Defining w, = aP,Q, + az,, 
then w, E X, and so our numerical method has the form of Eq. (2.2) 
namely, w, t P, T(u,, w,) = 0, w, E X,. Note that once we have obtained 
uniqueness in some neighborhood of (u, z) in R x Z for a given value of n, 
uniqueness then follows in that same neighborhood for any larger value of n. 
We next give the improved uniqueness result. 
THEOREM 3.20. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.18 hold. Then if 
(u, aP,#, t z), z E Z, solves aP,O,tz+P,T01,aP,~,+z)=O for 
I(z - v(a)11 < p, Ial < p, and Ip - $(a)1 < p for p > 0 and suflciently small, 
then z = az, as given by Theorem 3.18. 
Proof: We know that the solution (u,,, z,J to the equation 
aP,Qo + az, + P, TC,u,,, aP,,#, + az,) = 0 (3.21) 
is unique in a ball of radius p > 0 about @(a), z(a)), and moreover that this 
radius may be chosen to be independent of a for 0 < a <a, for a, 
sufficiently small. 
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We will show as stated that for 1~ -Pi < p, 1J.z - z(a)11 < p, Jo I < P, and 
suitably chosen p > 0, any solution of 
aP,~,+z+P,T~,aP,~,+z)=O, z E 2, (3.22) 
satisfies 
Then the uniqueness in the Newton’s method argument of Theorem 3.18 
gives the uniqueness of solution to (3.22), i.e., z = az,. 
Suppose (3.22) is satisfied for some pair 01, z). Then 
O=aP,(,+z+P,T(u,aP,#,+z) 
= {P, TcU9 aP,h + z> - P, To1, ap, h) - P, TAP, aP,/& 1 
+ P,TJP~ Cd& - p, TJP*~ WI 
+ V’, To1, ap, h> - P, TCU, 0) - P, T,CP~ 0) aP,h 1 (3.23) 
+ WA + CJ'xol~ W,h- Cu -P*>~P,T,,~U*JVP,~J 
+ {z + P,, TX@*, 0)~ + 01 -P*) ap, TJ$*, 0) P,h}. 
Since the operator A(0) defined by A(O)@, z) = PTA*, W, + 
(I + TX@*, 0))~ has a bounded inverse, it follows from (H4) that for n 
suffkiently large, so does the map 
,401,~) =z + P,T,@*, 0)~ +&x01*, O)P,#,. 
Using this fact and the smoothness of T, it follows from (3.23) that, for some 
constant C and a continuous function h: R -+ R satisfying h(O) = 0, 
CM + Ia01 -lu*)l) 
< lkll W4l> + RII . II WA ah> - UPON OIlI . llzll 
+ lIPnIl . k-4 . W4 + I4 . IIpn~o - hll 
+ IaCu -P*)IMP -cl*I). (3.24) 
Reducing p > 0 if necessary, it follows from (3.24) that 
Ilzll + Ia@ -P*)l <cc’ I4 (W4) + IIP,h - hII). (3.25) 
Now increasing n and recuding I a ) if necessary, it follows from (3.25) that 
lb - 44ll G Ilzll + Ilz(4ll Q l4, which is the desired inequality. Thus 
uniqueness follows, completing the proof. 
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We have shown that for a fixed value of a, accurate approximations are 
well defined immediately in the vicinity of the bifurcation point. Away from 
the bifurcation point, the numerical method can be analyzed using the 
regular theory of projection methods since then the solutions will be isolated. 
Theorem 3.18 gives convergence rates in the case of the example method 
given in (2.5) for problem (2.3). For example, if 4, and u0 (using the 
notation of Theorem 3.18) are in Ck+ ‘, then 
IIda> - %l(a)ll = 0(l4”“>. 
We also remark that computation using finite difference methods and 
collocation methods has already been done by Doedel [4]. He reports 
accurate results using these methods on a wide class of bifurcation problems. 
4. HOPF BIFURCATION 
In this section we treat the bifurcation of periodic solutions off critical 
points for systems of ordinary differential equations. Specifically, we 
consider the system 
du/df + F@, u) = 0, (4.1) 
whereuERmandF:RXRm+Rm. 
Let R be a neighborhood of 0 in R x Rm and let (Al) FE C’(0, Rm) and 
(A2) F(,u, 0) = 0 for (,u, 0) E R. We will let (0,O) be the Hopf bifurcation 
point. As we are looking for periodic solutions with unknown period, we 
define the unknown period to be 27rp and let r = p-It. Then (4.1) becomes 
du/dz + pF(p, p) = 0, (4.2) 
and we want 2x-periodic solutions of (4.2). 
The Banach spaces of 2x-periodic functions in C’(R, R”) and C(R, R”) 
will be denoted by Ci,(R, R’“) and C&R, Rm), respectively. The norms are 
Ilull C2n(R,R”) = max{l df)b 5 E R 1, 
II I4 lIcj,(R.Rm) = II u II c2,(R,wq + lIWd~IIc2n(R,Rm~* 
(4.3) 
We will replace r by t in what follows. Define L, = F,(O, 0). In order to 
guarantee the existence of periodic solutions near (0,O) we assume (A3) that 
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(a) i is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of L,, (b) ni & a(L,) for 
n = 0, 2, 3,... and (A4) by defining continuously differentiable functions p(u) 
and x@) near ,U = 0 so that 
Fth 0) 4~) = PO11 -+I, 
/I(O) = i and x(0) spans Null(L, - iI), that Rep’(O) # 0. These assumptions 
guarantee the existence of continuously differentiable functions (p, P, u): 
(-);I, ‘I) + R x R x C:,(R, P), q > 0, so that (a) p(a), ~(a), u(a) is a 
nontrivial solution of (4.2) for a in (-n, n) and Q # 0 and (b) ~(0) = 0, 
u(0) = 0 and p(O) = 1. This solution branch is unique up to a translation in 
u. 
For numerical methods, we again consider projection methods as given, 
for example, in (2.5). That is, let X, be a finite dimensional subspace of 
Cl,(R, Rm) and let Y,, = DX,, c Ci,(R, Rm). We let P, be a continuous linear 
projection mapping Czn onto Y,, and assume (A5) that P, +I as n--f co. 
Additionally, we assume, for sets of functions S in Ci, that are uniformly 
bounded in the norm of Cl,, that P, + I uniformly over S. Although it is not 
necessary for the proofs to follows, it is convenient to assume that P, 
reproduces constant vectors. Thus we develop approximations u, to the 
solution u of (4.2) by solving 
u:, + p,P&,, u,) = 0, u,EX,. (4.4) 
As in Section 2, collocation using polynomial splines provides a specific 
example for P,. 
We will show existence and uniqueness and give error estimates for 
solution branches to (4.4) by again using a Newton’s method argument. We 
will just establish a sequence of lemmas in analogy with those of Section 3. 
We first recall the following result of [3]. We assume throughout this section 
that (A I)-(A5) hold. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let q&E Ci,(R, Rm)\{O} satisfy $& + L,), =O. Then if 
4, = )b, {),,, qjl} is a basis for Null(d/dt + L,) in C:,(R, R,). 
Now choose $0 E Null@/& + L,) as provided by Lemma 4.5 and let V be 
a complement of Null@/& + L,) in C&(R, Rm). Define a mapping G on a 
neighborhood of (0, 1, 0,O) in R X R x R X V by 
W, P, P, 0) = a-‘H@, Y, a& + u)), a # 0, 
= ffu@, P, whl + u), a = 0, 
(4.6) 
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where H@, ,u, u) = u’ + pF(u, u). Define H,@, ,u, U) = u’ + pP, F(p, U) and 
analogously define 
G,(a, P, P, v) = a-lH,@, P, a(P,&, + v), a # 0, 
= HnJP, A ownhl + VI, a = 0. 
Note that H,@, ,u, U) = D + pFJ,u, u). The next result was established in [3]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G, be the Frechet derivative of the mapping (p, p, v) -+ 
G(a, p, p, v) at (a, p, pu, v) at (a, p, iu, 0) = (0, LO, O>, i.e., Go@, P, v> = v’ + 
F,(O, 0)v + pF,(O, O)#, + ,uFJO, O)$,, . Then G, is an isomorphism of 
R2 x V onto C,,. 
The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 3.7, which follows from results 
of [3], but which we give here for completeness. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let G(a) denote the Frechet derivative of the mapping 
@,p, V) -+ G(a, p,p, v) for fixed a at the point p  ^= p(a), p =p(a) and 
17 = v(a). Then there exists a, > 0 and a constant k so that 
holds on [0, a,]. 
II G(a)- ’ II < k- ’ (4.9) 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.7, we need only show that the mapping 
a -+ G(a) is continuous in the operator norm. Then the lemma is a conse- 
quence of the Banach lemma. We first compute 
G(a)@, cc, u) = a-‘F@, a(h + 6))~ + a-‘6FJ$, a(& + fi))p 
+ u’ + $F,@, a(& + v )^)u. (4.10) 
NOW a-‘F@ a(&, + v))p = a-‘F(tI, 0)p + a-IF,@, 0)p + a-'F,& 
a(& + v))pa(h, + 0) + O(a) = F,@, a(& + v))p(#,, + 5) + O(a). Thus as 
a -+ 0, a-‘F@, a(#, + u>)p -+ F,(O, 0) q&p. Next, a-‘bF,@, a@, + 6))~ = 
a-‘@,@, 0)p + a-‘pF,,($, O)a($, + v^)p + O(a). Thus as a -+ 0, a- ‘$F,(tI, 
a($,, + 6))~ --t F,,(O, 0) &p. Finally, as a -+ 0, u’ $ $F(t2, a($, + v”))u -+ v’ + 
F,,(O, 0)~. Substituting these results into (4.10) and comparing with the 
formula for G, in Lemma 4.7, the result follows. 
The analogue to Lemma 3.5 is an easy computation using calculations 
similar to those employed in Lemma 4.8. 
LEMMA 4.11. There exist numbers a0 > 0 and 6 > 0 so that for 
0 <a < a,,, Ip -p(a)! < 6, Ip -p(a)1 < 6 and IIu - u(a)\1 < 6; G, is in C’; 
and IIG::II < Cf or some constant c independent of a. 
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We next give the analogue of Lemma 3.9. 
LEMMA 4.12. There exists Q constant c > 0 so that I( G,(a)- ’ I( < c for all 
a in [0, a,,] and all n su@kiently large. 
ProoJ We will show that G,(a) can be made arbitrarily close to G(a) by 
suitably choosing a, and n. Then the result will follow the Banach lemma 
and Lemma 4.8. A computation gives 
Ek4 - GW@~ ~1~4 = a-‘(PJCu, a(P,h -t WP - FC4 a(#, + Qp> 
+ a-‘h4P,F,@, a(P,h, + 3) -F,@, a(h, + u^))) 
+ P”(P,F,oi, a(P,O,, + 4) - FJ.4 a& + v”)>)o. 
(4.13) 
Next write 
Applying (A5), it follows that P,F,@, 0) - FJ’$, 0) converges to zero 
uniformly for ,u in a neighborhood of zero as n -+ co (actually this term is 
identically zero since P, reproduces constants). Thus the left-hand side of 
(4.14) can be made uniformly small by choosing n large and a small. Next 
we write 
It thus follows as above using (A5) that the left-hand side of (4.15) can be 
made uniformly small by choosing n large and a small. Finally, we note that 
W’,F,Cuv a(P,h + 4) - Fu;,oi, 4h + c)>b 
= PP,,F,cU, aP,h + v”)) - F,,cU, 44, + 6)) 
+ P,F’,C;, a(h, + fi>> - F,lu^, aOo + $1))~ (4.16) 
can be made uniformly small by taking n sufficiently large and again using 
(A5). Note here that C(a) forms a family of functions uniformly bounded in 
the norm of Ci,. Applying these results to (4.13) gives the lemma. 
We finally need a lemma that will enable us to estimate n in condition (3) 
of Theorem 3.1. 
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LEMMA 4.17. Define pO = p(a), &, = ~(a), vO = v(a) and uO = a&, + au,. 
Then there exists a constant c independent of a in [0, a] so that 
Proof. Write 
G,(~~P~~P~, uo> = (pn40>’ + ub + ~-l~op,FOro~ a(P,@, + uo)> 
= (Pn$o - do>’ + ~-lPOtPnFtPO~ 4pn40 +uo)> 
- F0109 440 + uo)))* (4.18) 
Next write 
- F010,4-40 f uo)> + ~-l~wOI,, 4#o + u(J) - Fc&, a(q4) + u))) 
=PntWoT Go + uo>>Rdo -CON + (pn(fbo + uo)I - Q. + Us)) 
+ 0w,90 - ~ol12>. (4.19) 
Substituting (4.19) into (4.18) and then applying the triangle inequality 
completes the proof. 
We now can proceed as in Section 3 and use Theorem 3.1 to establish the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.20. Let conditions (Al)-(A5) be satisyed. Then there exists 
an integer N and a real number a0 > 0 so that for all n > N and 0 < a < ao. 
there is a unique solution @, , ,u,, , u,) to the equation 
0 = u; + p,,P,Fk,, un)r u, E c:,, (4.21) 
where u,, = a(P,#O + II,), u, in V. Moreover, u, E X,, and the following error 
estimate holds: 
II@,, pc1., u,) - @(a>, Aa), a4o + ~+))I\c~~ 
= O(lIP,40 - Oollc~, + IIP”4 - ubllc,,). 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 3.18 and 
so is omitted. We note from the fact that 
(Pndo)’ + u:, + P,P,HP,, 4P,&, + u,)) = 0, 
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i.e., G,(a, p,, , ,u,, D,,) = 0, that vk is in I’,, and so v, is in X,, . Thus Eq. (4.21) 
can be used for computations. 
A uniqueness theorem analogous to Theorem 3.20 can be given here using 
the same proof. Of course one should note that solutions to both (4.1) and 
(4.4) can be translated in c to produce new solutions since the equations are 
autonomous. 
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